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Abstract: Cryptography is the concept of securing the 

data by retaining its authenticity and without non-

repudiation. Encryption and decryption are the two basic 

complementary processes which involves in any 

cryptographic algorithm to protect the data integrity. 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) has been one of 

the most significant symmetric key cryptographic 

algorithms with 128-bit input and varying length of key 

size. Added with DNA, the capability of AES increases 

to master billions of data with millions of permutations 

enabled. This paper reveals a new approach of AES 

algorithm with DNA mechanism both cipher and key are 

merged and transmitted along a channel in protein form. 

Design is synthesized in Xilinx ISE and simulated in 

Modelsim Simulator, implemented on Zynq architecture 

and results are verified in Zed Board.  

Keywords: Cryptography, Encryption, AES, DNA, 

FPGA  

1. Introduction 

       The field of VLSI has grown enormously in the last 

two decades by extending its prominence towards 

network security where mainly information processing 

cryptography has gained advantage in this field. It is 

simply the manipulation of data [1]. In Cryptography, the 

encryption and decryption process should be on sync 

with each other based on public and private key 

mechanisms, the original message do not get tampered 

[2], [3]. Cryptography mainly aims at maintaining data 

integrity, non-repudiation, authenticity and 

confidentiality. Any data present in modern times should 

pass through a network at some point or the other so 

there is a vital importance for cryptography algorithms to 

secure the information. Some well-known algorithms are 

Data Encryption Standard (DES), Triple DES, and 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). 

2. Proposed Technique 

       In AES, round key values for each individual round 

to perform the round key operation are generated through 

a separate algorithm called key generation scheme. The 

key expansion has Rcon values and intermediate key 

values. Number of keys generated depends on the 

number of rounds present in encryption algorithm which 

in general depends on the bit size. For 128, 192, 256 bit 

keys there are 10, 12, 14 rounds respectively. Here 128-

bit message signal and key are 

Table 2: DNA Nucleotide Bases 

 

A 00 

C 01 

G 10 

T 11 

 

taken in to account. DNA is applied to the AES algorithm 

after sub bytes operation which is done by using the 

tables shown in Fig 1. The added DNA sequence 

undergoes the consecutive operations. Encryption 

involves four transformations which are the basis points 

of the complexity of AES algorithm. The input message 

and key values are taken in the form of hexadecimal 

values into a 4*4 matrix. For 192 and 256 key lengths, 

the columns of the matrix increase to 4*6 and 4*8. The 

algorithm has the dynamism to adapt to any key length 

because of the constant rows which are always 4 in 

number. Any transformations that are performed depend 

on only number of rows in their calculations so that the 

column of the matrix is not affected. The transformations 

present are sub bytes, shift rows, mix columns, add round 

key. Initially the message signal and key bit are XORed 

with each other to obtain a single key. Then Sub Bytes, 

Inverse Sub Bytes tables shown in Fig1 (a) and Fig1 (b) 

are added to the sequence. In DNA, the tabular values are 

not completely loaded but they are added in the final 

stage there by reducing the complexity of Verilog code 

and improving its efficiency. Fig 2 illustrated below 

depicts the systematic process followed to arrive at 

promising results. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. (a) Sub Bytes and (b) Inverse Sub Bytes 

 
                                      

Figure 2. (a) Encryption and (b) Decryption Mechanism 

 

    The shift rows transformation for 128 and 192 key 

lengths is performed by circular left shifting the rows. 

The number of shifts depend upon the row number from 

0-3. This phenomenon changes for 256-bit length and it 

changes to 0, 1, 3, 4 shifts for the rows 0-3 respectively 

[10]. The decryption mechanism involves inverse shift 

rows operation. Right circular shift is performed on the 

previous values and the number shifts and key lengths are 

same as that are done in encryption. The rows after 

shifting are clearly indicated in Fig 3 

 
Figure 3. Shift Rows 

      The entire data in algorithm modifies rapidly with the 

mix columns step. A different standard polynomial 

matrix is used for encryption and decryption separately. 

Here the code is implemented in a way that all the values 

depend up on a single .02 function which drastically 

reduces the implementation complexity. The .02 function 

is as follows.  

 

X . 02 =  X<<1 (If left most bit of X is 0) 

                                    = { X<<1 } XOR 0001 1011( If 

left most bit is 1) 

 

     The polynomial functions that have to be calculated 

during encryption is shown below. Totally 16 simple 

mathematical operations take place to obtain a column of 

matrix which clearly shows the complexity of the 

algorithm and its manipulation efficiency [11]. 

Decryption takes exactly the reverse values of the matrix 

in encryption which can be simply notable by general 

hexadecimal table. The heavy calculations that are 

present become less complicated when .02 functions is 

used iteratively [12]. Round keys generated through key 

generation scheme are added at the end of each round. In 

the 10 rounds of 128 bit key, the final key do not involve 

mix columns step. 

X.03= [X.02] XOR [ X] 
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Po’= 02.P0 XOR 01. P1 XOR 01.P2 XOR 03.P3 

 
Figure 4. Transmission of Cipher in Channel 

       The cipher generated along with tenth round key is 

transmitted across the channel by applying amino acids. 

Amino acids are the protein DNA forms which enhance 

the DNA bases further leading towards a perfect 

cryptographic sequence. The 128-bit output of AES 

algorithm transforms into 256-bit output because of the 

addition of DNA after sub bytes mechanism [13], [14]. 

This DNA cipher is each divided into pairs of three and 
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protein forms are applied as mentioned in the table 3. 

Padding mechanism is entitled to the last pair to make 

them complete as three and to implement protein bases. 

Table 3. Protein Bases Table 

 

FPGA Implementation 

     Hardware analyses require low-level language 

functionalities which is best possible through Verilog. 

The key generation algorithm needs to perform 

dynamically to generate keys for each round. Partial 

reconfiguration is the technique which enables to 

implement the code dynamically without changing any of 

the parameters. Multiple modules can be executed 

simultaneously without disrupting actual flow. Partially 

enabled modules can be reconfigurable with the help of 

partial reconfiguration. The progress of the dynamically 

developed Verilog code is observed in ARM Vertex a9 

processor. Vertex a9 has proved its mettle through its low 

power consumption with improved efficiency and 

increased peak performance for many applications. The 

richness of vertex a9 processor helped to achieve the 

desired results. The maximum output that can be 

displayed on this processor is 330 bit. The DNA applied 

AES cipher along with its 10th round key requires a total 

of 512-bit storage to transmit the data across the channel. 

They are divided into two sub modules which consists of 

256-bit each which is in the range of the processor bit 

size capability.  

3. Analysis Of Results 

      Cipher generated through AES encryption 

mechanism with the hexadecimal input message signal 

and input key bit in DNA is displayed in the Fig.4 and 5. 

The 128-bit data without DNA is translated into 512 bits 

when DNA is applied. The signal transmitted through 

channel in the form of protein bases is shown in Fig 6. 

The algorithm optimization can be inferred from the 

parameters like power dissipation and device space 

utilization. These are clearly indicated in Fig 7 and 8. The 

place and route mechanism inside the board and number 

of LUTs and IOBs used in percentage are shown in Fig 9 

and table 4 respectively. The device utilization shown in 

Table 4 indicates that the utilization by all the attributes 

is <10%. This concludes that the code is efficiently 

optimized. The  

 
Figure 5. Round Keys generated in DNA 

 

 
Figure 6. Each Round output generated in DNA along 

with Cipher 

 

 
Figure 7. Transmission of Key and Cipher in Protein 

form through channel 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Power dissipation report 
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Table 4. Device Utilization Summary for DNA based 

AES algorithm in XC7Z020 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Percentage of Device Utilization Space when 

protein bases are applied 

 

 
Figure 10. Place and Route occupancy of AES algorithm 

using DNA cryptography. 

 

Figure 11. Synthesized design of AES algorithm using 

DNA cryptography with internal logic analyzer(ILA) 

 

total delay observed is 3.33ns where 2.532ns (76%) is 

obtained while implementing the logic and 0.798ns 

(24%) is observed when placement and routing is done. 

The RTL schematic generated by the system and internal 

connections with internal logic analyzer (ILA) is 

illustrated in Fig 10. Through partial reconfiguration 

efficient memory usage is obtained inside the chip. The 

chip scope pro analysis of the AES algorithm is 

illustrated in Fig 11. The hardware implemented output 

with the help of vertex a9 processor based FPGA board is 

shown in Fig 12. The results proved that the Zed board 

generated accurate signals on par with the simulation 

output.  

 

 
Figure 12. FPGA implementation of AES Encryption 

output using chip scope pro analysis 

 

 
Figure 13. Physical view AES algorithm on Zynq FPGA 

architecture. 

 

4. Conclusion 

DNA based AES algorithm is implemented by 

dynamically generating the key. The total round key 

values are manipulated through this round key which 

improves the security levels. While transmitting the 

cipher and round key to receiver, protein bases are added 

to cipher and nth round key by merging both into protein 

Slice logic Utilization Utilization in % 

Number of Slice Registers 7 

Number of Slice LUTs 8 

Number of occupied Slices 16 

Number of fully used 

LUT-FF pairs 

57 

Number of bonded IOBs 1 
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form. This diversified approach through partial 

reconfiguration technique and amino acids addition 

enhanced the security of the AES algorithm and the 

results are tested on Zynq FPGA architecture. 
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